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Integrated color management solution

- Only tool in the industry that can create profiles and configure color management directly on the Fiery® DFE
- It extents Fiery server color capabilities for:
  - ICC profile creation, inspection, and editing
  - Color quality assurance
  - Output enhancement
- Includes an EFI™ ES-2000 or ES-6000 spectrophotometer
New features in version 5.2

- Introduction of Fiery Edge™
  - Next-generation color profiling technology for Fiery Driven™ printers
- Fiery Verify enhancement
- Support for the X-Rite i1Pro3+
What is Fiery Edge?

• Fiery Edge™ is EFI’s next-generation color profiling technology for Fiery Driven™ printers that delivers:
  – Even better out-of-the-box results for Fiery servers that have Fiery Edge default profiles*
  – More user controls with Fiery Color Profiler Suite to get the very best from a printer’s capabilities**

• Watch the video >

*Visit the engine page of a Fiery server to check Fiery Edge technology availability
**Requires Fiery Color Profiler Suite 5.2 or above
Fiery Verify improvement

• The Fiery Verify report has been extended to include the:
  – Printer preset
  – Measurement instrument
  – Measurement mode
X-Rite i1Pro3+ support

- Support for the new large aperture device
  - Available for use in all modules including Calibrator and Fiery Verify
  - Perfect for measuring charts printed on textured media or substrates
  - Key features:
    - Single pass measurement for M0, M1, M2, and M3 modes
    - Ability to scan textured or soft surfaces for spot readings
    - Large scan and ruler length
    - Broad monitor profiling capabilities
Availability

• Version 5.2 is available at no additional charge for users with a current Software Maintenance & Support Agreement

• 5.2 will be available via the Fiery Software Manager, or as a download on the Color Profiler Suite webpage
Online free learning resources

• Fiery Color Profiler Suite 5.2 — Express video
  – fiery.efi.com/CPS5.2ExpressVideo

• Fiery Edge — eLearning course
  – fiery.efi.com/FieryEdgeLearning
Resources

• Visit efi.com/cps
  – Visit the Fiery Edge page
  – Download the latest version
  – Try the free Demo version
  – Access the latest features
  – Access brochures, training and technical resources
  – Download How-to guides
  – Access technical support and user forums
Learn more — webinars

- Watch World of Fiery educational webinars on color
  - [3 Key Steps to Getting the Right Color](#)
  - [ABC’s of Producing the Best Match for Spot Colors](#)
  - [Best Practices for Matching Industry Color Standards](#)
  - [Achieving Great Output Quality with your Paper](#)
  - [Best Practices for Producing Outstanding Image Quality Results](#)